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Oasis

I sit on a stair that reeks sour and alcoholic,
And I look up at the stars, washed out pale by city lights.
I wish the streetlights would turn into trees,
And that the bump-thump bass would become thunder,
The kind that collapses the clouds, dumping out all the rain.

The feel of night is thick in my lungs.

by Alyssa Lang

The ticket was already booked

I was lying: I am, in fact, good at goodbyes
and if ours is on a night like this

we can talk about the weather-
not how the air is so thick that the scent

of peach-sweat and the neighbor’s cheap weed
stays in our clothes

not how the sidewalk hums
or the heat-dreams we wake from, your fingers

still tangled in my hair.

but we can talk about how strange it is:
thernder at this time of year

by Maya Ramakrishnan